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ATA-002 SLS Model Propulsion Performance  
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Solid rocket motor Plip/Pinf vs. altitude 
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LENS Velocity/Altitude Capabilities 
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Mach number vs. altitude 
Total temperature vs. altitude Dynamic pressure vs. altitude 
Dynamic pressure vs. Mach number 
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CFD Calculation of Core-Only Configuration 
150 kft conditions (Run 26) 
Heat Flux Contours 
Line cuts across 
symmetry plane Heat Flux Contours 
Line cuts across 
symmetry plane 
100 kft conditions (Run 32) 
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Pressure vs. Radial Distance Heat Transfer vs. Radial Distance 
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SRM base heat flux 
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Nominal BHS Heating Spatial Distribution from 50 kft-210 kft 












































Position	  from	  Center	  (in.)
Mach	  5.1,	  150kft,	  To=1610°R
Mach	  5.1,	  160kft,	  To=1650°R
Mach	  5.1,	  170kft,	  To=560°R
No	  Flow,	  150	  kft
No	  Flow,	  170	  kft
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Full-Stack heating distribution 
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Base Heat Flux Data Interpolation at 120 kft 
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Base Heat Flux Contour Plots 
120 kft Condition with 2-
deg Gimballed Nozzles 
(Run 71) 
120 kft Condition 
at 4 deg AoA (Run 
62) 






































































Base Pressure Normalized base pressure by dynamic 
pressure 
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CS	  Only CS	  Only
CS	  Only CS,	  1/2	  Pc
CS,	  3/4	  Pc CS,	  1/4	  Pc
CS,	  Mach	  5 CS	  Only
CS,	  cold	  Mach	  5 CS,	  Mach	  5
FS,	  Mach	  4 FS,	  Mach	  4
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Imaging of 2%-scale SLS hot-fire test at various 
conditions with full-stack configurations and 
core-only configuration 
Visible camera, top view, 
70kft, full-stack 
Schlieren side view, 
100 kft, full-stack 
Long-wave IR, Top 





u  ATA-002 test operations, instrumentation layout and test matrix 
and conditions were described.  
u  Nominal and off-nominal test results are described.  
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